The Best Selling GPS/GSM Tracker in the World.

M1 Fleet PC Software.

For more information. Visit www.tramigo.com

M1 Fleet -FREE PC software for Fleet Tracking!

• Excellent for Fleet Owners and Managers -Use at your office or while on the move
• Excellent for Security -Smart tracking for stolen vehicles in the field or control center
M1 Fleet Main Features

M1 Fleet PC Software and Tramigo T22 bring fleet management and monitoring to a new level. As free software
there are no monthly or annual license fees: plug-and-play corporate vehicle and personnel tracking and
monitoring made affordable and user-friendly. M1 Fleet is also specifically designed for vehicle recovery and
security operations. So good that our customers constantly ask; how much do I need to pay?*
* M1 Fleet is free of charge, log on to www.tramigo.com to download it today. Pay only the SMS and voice to chosen GSM operator.

TLD Landmarks powers fleet management and security operations!
Checking location and monitoring of your fleet has never been so easy. Detailed TLD Landmarks makes the
understanding of your vehicle locations very fast and unlike traditional visual mapping, TLD landmarks gives
you instant understanding of your vehicles whereabouts. M1 Fleet also displays the TLD landmarks and user
locations** on top of online maps making it instantly understandable.
** You can add up to 500 user locations to your T22. Tramigo T22 has up to 10.000 TLD Landmarks of your country pre-installed.

1.Smart Track
With the press of a button, turn on many tracking options to closely
track stolen vehicles or expensive cargo. The icon changes red,
allowing you to see at a glance your important vehicles.
2. T22 messages and TLD landmarks on top of online maps
T22 location with TLD landmarks or user locations is displayed on top of
online maps. Users can chose to view maps, satellite pictures
or both. TLD landmarks on top of online maps make location
instantly understandable!
3.MS Access database
All reports are stored in a Microsoft Access database and can be easily
imported into Excel or other PC applications.
4. Alerts
High priority reports from your Tramigos are highlighted and can also
activate an audible alert sound when using in a monitoring center.
5. Live Tracking
By pressing one button you can plot the selected Tramigo’s location on
the map. The map is updated as new location reports are received.
6. Breadcrumb Trails
See the places that your Tramigo has travelled during a trip or several
trips over a day, week, or month.
7. Control Center
From the Control center tab you can set all the main reporting options
for each Tramigo with a few mouse clicks. Trip, Speed, Alarm, Zone,
Distance, Sensor, and Time reports are easier to use.

M1 Fleet is not obligatory: T22 can be used with
any GSM phone with easy to use text commands.

Tramigo is a company of private capital with its headquarters in Finland and subsidiaries in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe.
Tramigo manufactures cost efficiently personal asset tracking devices that are easy to use, useful for the end-users in everyday life and
economical to use. Tramigo products are globally available. For more information about Tramigo tracking products, please visit
www.tramigo.com and please e-mail info@tramigo.com for distributor and re-seller opportunities.

